For decades, unions have been experiencing declines in membership. However, many pundits think
the trend is about to turn. We are beginning to see grassroots labor organizing taking place across
the country. In 2019 Uber and Lyft drivers took to the streets to protest low wages, long hours, poor
strike for a $15 minimum wage.
Organizations that never had to contend with unions before are seeing their employees vote to
organize. Presidential campaigns have unionized as have newsrooms. These are not your typical
bargaining.
While the desire to improve a worker’s lot in life is a union constant, this new generation of labor

For a long time, there has been tension between unions and management—each seeming to have

COLLABORATING FOR ECONOMIC VIABILITY
manufacturers can not only open shop in countries where labor is cheap, but a strike or boycott can have the

collaboration between unions, companies, and economic development organizations.
unions are now much more aggressive in seeking capital investments for plants to modernize domestic
facilities," said Paul.
This is quite a shift from the idea that technology would unilaterally replace an entire workforce. Yes, certain
workers are being replaced by robots, but those jobs tend to fall within the three D’s—dirty, dull, and
are not just more interesting, but they pay more as well.

plumbing, welding, and machining are the technical abilities most lacking in the workforce. Data analysis,
workers ready for Industry 4.0 is another area where collaboration between unions and companies has an
advantage.

COLLABORATING FOR RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING
Not only do unions see less turnover in their workforce, but unions can also help with recruiting workers. This
well. Unions are in a unique position to train their members in new skill sets easier and more economically
than individual companies can.

get better wages and better job prospects.

engineer. While the criteria to participate includes grades, attendance, attitude, and community service,
well, but they can tear an engine apart and build it up with their eyes closed.

COLLABORATING TO FULFILL
THE WISHES OF A NEW GENERATION
younger workforce. Yes, they are still interested in monetary compensation, but they have other priorities
that rank just as high as wages.

access to comprehensive training programs that provide an upwardly mobile career path.
how their money is invested and what types of companies it is invested with. They are also demanding

implementing new equipment and procedures. For example, autoworkers rebelled when the exoskeletons
they were required to wear for safety ended up causing back problems.

acknowledged and accounted for.
Implementations that management considers a safety measure and positive for employees may raise privacy
concerns with workers. For example, a safety vest that monitors employee vital signs in the event of an
emergency, or cameras equipped with sensors to alert employees when they are entering a hardhat area
may cause concern.
These measures may be seen by management as positive steps taken to protect workers. However, the
employee may want to know how the information is stored and protected against theft. They also want
guarantees for how it is to be used. Not accommodating their need to know may result in pushback when
trying to implement these measures.
Open lines of communication not only keep your workers happy, but collaboration can make your

COLLABORATION

convince the unions. They will then take on the job as agents of change to move the process forward.

we talked about above, then you will likely be rewarded for extending an olive branch.

Of course, a seat at the table and improved employee compensation structures can be implemented without
the help of a union. But Black and Lynch found that unionized organizations that have adopted these new or

TIMECLOCK PLUS’S ROLE IN COLLABORATION

No matter how complicated your labor agreement is regarding compensation, we can help.

Our system is designed to accommodate just about any labor agreement. However, we will make

WHY

https://www.timeclockplus.com/industry/manufacturing

